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A NOTE FROM THE FIRE CHIEF
MITIGATION—PREVENTION—EDUCATION
COMMUNITY FIRST
On May 1, we celebrated several
significant promotions in the Glendale
Fire Department. Congratulations to Deputy Chief Robert Doyle, Battalion Chief
Vincent Rifino, Captain Chris Jernegan
and Engineer Gabriel Vaca. Each of these
individuals has worked extremely hard to
achieve their current positions and the organization will benefit from their achievements for many years to come.
Summer has arrived and our situational awareness levels have been
raised. As we enter the summer season, many holiday celebrations will be taking
place and it is during this time that things can go wrong. Many may celebrate by
going to fireworks shows, having back yard barbecues or just by relaxing over
the long weekends. As firefighters, we can't relax during this time; we must continue to keep a watchful eye for the brush fires that can occur at any time, focus
on our vegetation management program, and continuously remind the community about pool safety. The opportunities will occur for new relationships to be
built with the community in your first-in districts. Please take the time to build
that new relationship; you never know the difference you may make!
The last couple of months have been very active with a variety of fires
and significant emergencies. Time and time again, our units responded with aggressive attacks and worked hard to keep small fires small. Two of the fires in
particular will cause all to pause for a minute and place a mental slide in theirtray. As crews began to make entry, they were slowed by ammunition igniting
from being involved in the fire. These types of events remind us of the different
types of hazards we may face on any given day. Our focus and approach has to
remain systematic and consistent with our training. This will make a difference
in the outcome when we are faced with these new and different hazards. These
are also the types of incidents we need to share with our peers as watch-out situations.
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We also said goodbye to two special individuals over the last two months. Engineer Mike
Richardson retired after more than 32 years of service on May 27. For the past 17 years ,Mike has been
the face for the GFD's arson and background programs. Mike’s impact on the GFD and the community
will be felt for many years to come because of the work that he has done.
On June 30, we said goodbye to our Public Education Coordinator , Tanya Gregorian. Tanya’s
fire and life safety messages were heard by many in the community and she definitely had an impact on
those she came into contact with. Both of these individuals will be missed by all and the loss of their
positions will be felt for many years to come.

- Harold D. Scoggins
Fire Chief
“Failure is not fatal, but failure to change might be.”
- John Wooden

Blast From the Past:
Photo submitted by Captain Stu Stefani

Glendale Fire Department:
Mitigation – Prevention – Education
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MESSAGE FROM THE DEPUTY FIRE CHIEF
It shall also be understood that relieving the
initial 2 Out force shall be memorialized over
the radio and that important details shall be
passed on to personnel assuming the 2 Out role
in person (face to face), when and where possible. At no time shall either one or both of the
initial 2 Out team enter the IDLH to join their
crew without the expressed direction of the officer in charge of that company. It shall also
be understood that stating ―conducting the primary search‖ by the first-in officer, implies
that he or she believes a rescue is a possible
priority and primary objective.

The recent surge in significant fire activity serves well as
a reminder and also serves to
bring focus to why our number
one goal within our department Strategic Plan is,
“Develop and implement Standard Operating
Guidelines for all hazards and risks within Glendale.” One of the many approaches we will use to
achieve success with this priority will be to restructure our officer’s meetings.
In an effort to blend our tactical standards, we
will host all future officers’ meetings in the evenings, with an emphasis on attempting to conduct
all three shifts on three consecutive dates. We will
also attempt to ensure the department Training
Chief and myself are present at each meeting to
ensure the transferrable topics are appropriately
circulated to all. The meetings will begin with a
tactical / tabletop exercise or scenario followed by
the administrative / policy segment.

Each and every time the above exception(s)
to enter the IDLH for rescue or suppression of
an incipient fire is exercised, written documentation describing the justification shall be generated by the officer in charge and be submitted to the Training / Safety Officer through
channels.

Last week we completed the first of these sessions, and based on your responses, they were effective. The main topic of our simulation was the
proper implementation of 2 In / 2 Out and its natural progression to ―Rapid Intervention
Crew‖ (RIC) and ―Rapid Intervention
Group‖ (RIG). It shall be understood that each
first-in officer (incumbent or acting) to a structure
fire shall provide a two-person rescue team outside
of the structure if an attack in the IDLH is initiated.

I might also add how much I enjoyed each
session last week and how much I personally
learned. There were many good points offered
up and some of those points were implemented
on the spot. We have an exceptionally talented
and committed group of professional officers,
equally passionate about serving the public and
ensuring the safety of their personnel. I, along
with the other chief officers present, were especially pleased that all (junior and senior) expressed their ideas, questions, and perspectives.

In the event that there is a situation that involves entering a hazardous area to effect a rescue,
or the fire is incipient in nature, firefighting personnel should carefully evaluate the level of risk
that they would be exposed to by taking such actions to enter. If the officer determines that either
of these exceptions to the standard applies, they
must pass this information on over the radio to all
responding so the next arriving company can provide the necessary support and backup on their arrival. In most cases, we can expect the next arriving company officer to assume IC and 2 Out.

The command staff and I are proud of each
and every one of you, and the vast majority of
this community is too. These are some challenging times, and it’s during testing times like
this that we produce our best.
Train hard, know your first-in, take good
care of the community and each other.
- Robert Doyle, Deputy Chief
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OPERATIONS
Brush clearance from structures is required to
be 100 feet, providing a ―Defensible Space‖
for protection of structures during a wildfire.

Brush Fire- Southbound SR-2 Freeway
On Wednesday, June 1, 2011 at 1:56 p.m., five
companies of Glendale firefighters and one Glendale rescue ambulance under the direction of Battalion Chief Vincent Rifino responded to a reported brush fire on the southbound SR-2 freeway,
north of York Blvd, in the City of Los Angeles.
Glendale has an automatic aid agreement to respond to incidents in this area.

-Captain Stu Stefani
House Fire– 3160 Linda Vista Road

First arriving firefighters discovered a fire in
medium grass and brush burning up a hillside,
with structures threatened. The structures were
located in the city of Glendale, just over the Los
Angeles city border.
The Glendale Fire Battalion Command team
worked under a Unified Command with members
of the Los Angeles City and Los Angeles County
Fire Departments to coordinate strategies and efforts for rapid extinguishment of the fire. Glendale
firefighters extended hose up the fire line to extinguish the advancing fire, preventing fire spread to
structures located on Verd Oaks Drive.

On Thursday, June 9, 2011 at 1:34
p.m., four companies of Glendale firefighters,
one rescue ambulance, one fire investigation
unit, one company from the Pasadena Fire Department, and one company from the Los Angeles County Fire Department under the direction of Glendale Battalion Chief Greg Fish responded to a reported house fire at 3160 Linda
Vista Road in Glendale.

With warm temperatures and light winds present, additional resources were requested by the
Incident Commanders to assist firefighters with
suppression efforts. Support included three waterdropping helicopters, a water tender and firefighting camp crews.

Engine 23, the first unit on scene, reported a
well involved two-story, single family residence with fire on the second floor. Firefighters’ access to the structure was hampered by a
steep and extremely long driveway. The residence was also surrounded by large oak trees
and brush.

It took members of the three fire departments
just 39 minutes to report a knockdown of the threeacre fire at 2:35p.m. Extensive overhaul duties
were performed by firefighters, with full containment occurring at 4:35 p.m. No injuries to civilians
or firefighters were reported and there was no
damage to property in the area. Cause of the early
afternoon fire was a vehicle fire on the shoulder of
the southbound SR-2 freeway.

Firefighters entered the structure with extreme caution due to live ammunition going
off. Initial arriving companies were able to
conduct a fire attack and primary search of the
residence. Two canines were rescued and a
third had succumbed on the second floor of the
residence. Other arriving units were assigned
to keep the fire in check and protect the surrounding brush and large oak trees.

With fire danger present year-round in urban
interface areas, Glendale firefighters are reminding
residents to assist with brush abatement measures.
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OPERATIONS
Structure Fire– 660 W. Wilson Avenue

Knockdown of the fire was reported at 2:04
p.m. Firefighters remained on scene to confirm
extinguishment and overhaul of the structure. No
civilian or firefighter injuries or fatalities occurred.
Fire investigators were on scene to conduct an arson investigation for cause and origin.
Photos by Jerry Jacobs

On Saturday, June 11, 2011 at 6:57 a.m.,
five companies of Glendale firefighters and
one rescue ambulance under the direction of
Battalion Chief Anthony Arellanes responded
to a reported house fire at 660 W. Wilson Avenue in the city of Glendale.
Engine 21, the first arriving unit on scene,
reported a single-family dwelling with heavy
fire to the rear of the structure. The structure
involved was a two-story house with a large
converted detached garage in the back of the
main house that was used for storage. Engine
21 made an aggressive attack on the converted
garage fire. Arriving units were assigned to
conduct a primary search of the structure.
Truck companies on scene were assigned to
ventilate the structure and conduct an evacuation of the tenants in the front two-story portion of the house.
During the initial operations of the fire, and
because of the close proximity of the structures, radiant heat ignited the detached six-car
garage on the adjacent property next door. The
Incident Commander called for a second alarm
assignment, which included four companies of
Glendale firefighters, an Air Utility Unit and
an additional Battalion Chief from Burbank
Fire. The additional units were assigned to
confine, ventilate and extinguish the fire that
had penetrated the attic area of the re-modeled
six-car garage.
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OPERATIONS
Knockdown of both fires was reported at 7:35
a.m. Extensive overhaul was performed by firefighters to confirm extinguishment of the structures and contents. No civilian or firefighter injuries or fatalities occurred. The cause of the fire is
under investigation. Damage is estimated at
$70,000 for both structures and $10,000 for the
contents.
-Captain Stu Stefani

of adjacent apartment units.
It took 20 members of the Glendale Fire
Department just nine minutes to confirm a
knockdown of the fire. The fire was confined
to the unit of origin, with no extension of the
fire to adjacent units. Extensive overhaul was
performed because of the ―pack rat‖ condition
of the apartment by firefighters to confirm extinguishment of the apartment and contents.
There were no reports of injuries or fatalities to civilians or firefighters. Arson investigators are investigating the cause and origin of
the early morning fire. Fire cause is under investigation. The Incident Commander on scene
provided a damage assessment report indicating $25,000 damage to the structure and
$20,000 damage to contents. Incident duration
was 2 hours and 47 minutes.

Apartment Fire- 400 Paula Avenue
Friday morning June 3, 2011 at 0046 hours,
five companies of Glendale firefighters, one rescue
ambulance and one arson investigation unit under
the direction of Glendale Fire Department Battalion Chief Greg Fish responded to an apartment fire
reported at 400 Paula Avenue in Glendale.

-Captain Stu Stefani
Structure Fire– Fierro Street (LA City)
On Wednesday, June 1, 2011 at 9:09 p.m.
five companies of Glendale firefighters and a
rescue ambulance responded to a reported
structure fire at Rosslyn and San Fernando
Road in Glendale. Battalion Chief Vincent Rifino was the Incident Commander representing
Glendale.

Engine 27, first to arrive on scene, discovered
smoke and flames showing from the rear of a two
story apartment building. Glendale Police officers
on scene reported that all occupants were out of
the apartment. Engine 27 extended hose lines to
attack the fire but had to take extreme precautions
when they discovered a large amount of ammunition that was on fire in the apartment with live
rounds going off.

Glendale Fire Engine 22 arrived to find Los
Angeles City Fire Department already on scene
and setting up to attack a commercial building
fire at 3053 N. Fierro St. in Glassell Park in the
city of Los Angeles. Glendale units assisted
Los Angeles City Fire for exposure protection
on adjacent buildings, protecting them from
radiant heat from the involved structure. When
additional assistance was needed, Chief Rifino
requested a second alarm assignment that

Firefighters reported the apartment had a extreme amount of clutter and storage in the unit.
Additional firefighters arrived on scene and were
directed by the Incident Commander to coordinate
ventilation of the affected unit and evacuation
6
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OPERATIONS
included five more units from Glendale Fire Department, an Air Unit from Glendale and a Battalion Chief from Burbank Fire Department.
At 9:35 p.m., Glendale and Los Angeles City
Incident Commanders working under a Unified
Command made a strategic decision to attack the
fire defensibly. All units were pulled out of the
involved structure and set up to protect exposures
and extinguish the fire from the outside. Glendale
units assisted Los Angeles City Fire with fire extinguishment and overhaul.
The fire was confined to the structure of origin.
No injuries to civilians or firefighters were reported. The cause of the fire was under investigation by the Los Angeles City Arson Team.
- Captain. Stu Stefani
Photos by Jerry Jacobs
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TRAINING & SAFETY
As the new Training Officer for the department, I
would like to say that I am humbled by my predecessors, proud to represent the GFD and ready to
assume the role. Having been a B platoon Training
Captain for many years and taught a few of you in
the three academies I participated in, I can say with
a reasonable amount of certainty that ―training‖ is in
my blood. I hit the ground running by assuming the
position of CICCS Coordinator for Area C from DC
Doyle. We have completed our flashover ―train the
trainer‖ for each platoon and held our Quarterly
Training at the end of May with a presentation from
the LAFD Homeland Security Division. We have
also completed this year’s shelter tent/ water tender
refresher (now known as RT130) training.

This year’s ― Safety Stand Down‖ was June
19-25 with the theme ―Surviving the Fire
Ground–Fire Fighter, Fire Officer & Command
Preparedness‖ all members are encouraged to
start the IAFF Fire Ground Survival (FGS)
course by visiting the IAFF website with a completion date before the next Quarterly Training
session August 15, 2011. From the home screen,
scroll down to Upcoming Events and then to
Safety, Health and Survival Week. You will be
directed to the IAFC website and look for the
IAFF Fire Ground Survival Program at the middle of the screen.

New to the CICCS requirements is RT130
(Refresher Training), which is an annual refresher
course for all suppression members. We will track
this annual refresher class in Training and notify
those who have missed this requirement. There are a
few ways to make up this class and Training will
assist those who need help. Any members not receiving this annual training class will not be eligible
to participate in strike team deployments. Other
items of note happening in Training are:

Reminder: Fire Officer Development Drivers Operator Practice is on Wednesdays with
Captain Marchant, by appointment only. Appointments must be made by the close of the
Monday prior to training.

Prevention 1A 7/11-15 and Prevention 1B 8/812 @ College of the Canyons, contact Randy Osborne (661) 714-9813.

Look for Tri-City high rise drills on each
platoon in the fall at 800 N. Brand, Nestle building.

Train as if your life depends on it- because it
does.
Stay Safe,
BC Arellanes, Training/Safety Officer
Captain Marchant, Training Captain

Fire Safety Officer @ Burbank T/C 7/12-14contact Rich Momii (805) 390-3502.
Captains’ Green Cell (simulator) has been set
up at the LAFD Frank Hotchkins Memorial T/C for
July 19, 20, 21 and August 3, 4, 5. This is a tremendous opportunity; I think you will enjoy it.
GFD Engineer written exam September 7,
2011. Look for the bulletin to be posted July 18-29.
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FIRE CHIEF PROMOTES FOUR GFD MEMBERS
On Monday, May 2, 2011, Glendale Fire Chief
Harold Scoggins proudly promoted four members of
the Glendale Fire Department during a badge pinning
ceremony in the apparatus bay of Fire Station #21.

Glendale Fire’s
new Battalion Chief
as of May 1 is Vincent Rifino. He will
oversee the Operations C Platoon. Chief
Rifino joined the Glendale Fire Department in
1987. He promoted to the rank of Fire Engineer in
1993, and during that time was assigned to the Fire
Prevention Bureau for 36 months. He was promoted to Fire Captain in 2002. Chief Rifino has
served as the department’s Public Information Officer, Emergency Operations Coordinator, and Fire
Academy Instructor, and he is a member of the
Hazardous Materials team and USAR team.

Photos by Jerry Jacobs

Firefighter/Paramedic
Gabriel Vaca promoted to
the rank of Fire Engineer,
assigned to C Platoon, effective May 1. Vaca, a 12year veteran firefighter with
the City of Glendale, joined
the Glendale Fire Department in November 1999. He
has been assigned as a Firefighter/Paramedic for the
last 10 years and is also a member USAR team.

Chief Scoggins
also promoted Battalion Chief Robert
Doyle, who has
assumed the duties
of Deputy Fire
Chief. He will
oversee the three Operations Platoons along with
the Training & Safety section of the organization.
Chief Doyle has been with the Glendale Fire Department 24 years. He was promoted to the rank of
Fire Engineer in 1991, Fire Captain in 1994, and
Battalion Chief in 2002. He has served as the city’s
Fire Marshal and most cuttently as the department’s
Training & Safety Officer. Chief Doyle is also a
registered State Fire Training Instructor and a
qualified Division Supervisor on a National Type 1
Incident Management Team. Chief Doyle also
served as Area C Chairman for the 300-level
CICCS peer review committee and the 500/600level CICCS task force at the State level.

Engineer/
Paramedic Christopher Jernegan promoted to the rank of
Fire Captain, effective May 1, assigned
to B Platoon. Jernegan has been with the
Fire Department 16 years. He advanced to the rank
of Firefighter/Paramedic in 1999 and promoted to
Engineer/Paramedic in October 2007. Chris also
serves on the department’s USAR team.

Congratulations to all!
- Captain Stu Stefani
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EMERGENCY MEDICAL SERVICES
provide a valuable perspective to the committee.
We look forward to their updates.

New Rescue Ambulance
New RA21 went into service on May 22. Thank
you to all the guys at the Fire Shop and FF/PM Brian
Murphy for all your work in getting the new RA ready.

Stay safe,
Captain Cody Smith
EMS Coordinator

PTI
FF Deruso and FF McMahon are doing well and are
looking forward to their upcoming graduation on July
26 at El Camino Community College. Please keep the
day available and feel free to join in the celebration of
their accomplishment.

Ambulance Operator Exams
On May 18, a written test for the Ambulance
Operator position was given to 120 candidates at
the Glendale Civic Auditorium.
On June 14, eight oral interview panels (the
most panels in one day in recent HR history) conducted about 10 Ambulance Operator interviews
each throughout the day. A total of 86 applicants
were interviewed. The panels consisted of one Fire
Captain, One Firefighter/Paramedic and one City
civilian employee. This was no small task and went
extremely well thanks to Mania and the staff at Human Resources and our members that volunteered
to assist. Thank you for your continued efforts and
commitment in shaping and preparing our department for the future.

In planning for future needs, we will be sending
additional personnel to Paramedic Training in January
2012. EMS is expecting to exhaust the current list and
will be working to establish an additional list in September 2011. We have already received several letters
and emails from Firefighters that are interested in attending. We will be putting out the official request in
August and look forward to speaking with all personnel interested in fulfilling this vital role.
EMS Committee
I would like to first say thank you to all that volunteered to be a part of this committee. It is extremely
gratifying to see the dedication each of you has to the
improvement of your department. Because of the overwhelming response, it was extremely difficult to select
only two members from each shift. During the selection process, everyone consistently commented on the
great work each of you does, and after much hand
ringing, the following personnel were selected:


EMT training in May and June prepared everyone for implementing the new Emergency Cardiac
Care Guidelines that are shown to improve the
treatment of cardiac arrest victims. The Los Angeles County EMS Update 2011 ALS and BLS protocols started July 1..
- Greg Anderson & Captain Smith

A Shift: - Murphy - Bail

B Shift: - Donnelly - Carlsen
Rescue Ambulance Dispatches
Dispatches to Glendale incidents in

C Shift: - Larson - Richardson
Again, thank you to all that volunteered. There is
still much that needs to be done and if you weren’t
asked to assist in this initial phase, you will definitely
be needed in the near future.

April & May 2011:

PAAC
FF/PM Michael and FF/PM Tucker attended their
first PAAC meeting on June 15 and hit the ground running. We are confident they will do a great job and
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Unit

Responses

Percent

Transports

RA21
RA25
RA26
RA29

646
582
521
264

32.1%
28.9%
25.9%
13.1%

332
295
240
145

BLS21
BLS25

411
331

55.4%
44.6%

218
177
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Leadership Glendale

Information Technology Enhancements
New Fujitsu fi-6130
Scanners for GFD

Photo by Lenia Scanlon

In April, the City of
Glendale Information Services Department (ISD)
approved the replacement
of four out-of-warranty
Fujistu 4340C scanners,
which were over eight
years old. Glendale Fire
Department PC Specialist Rafik Aghajani and Information Services Administrator Eric Brumm worked
together to develop specifications and solicit quotations from vendors to procure four Fujitsu 6130 scanners. These critical scanners are being used by fire department Paramedics and Ambulance Operators to
scan emergency medical services report forms every
day. Outdated hardware replacement has improved the
users’ ability to scan and verify these forms accurately.
The deployment of all four units at stations 21, 25, 26,
and 29 was completed in May.

Photo by Lenia Scanlon

Vic Pallos from the Glendale Chamber of Commerce presented Captain Tom Marchant with an
award of completion following the year-long Leadership Glendale 2011 seminar. One of the eight sessions was held at Fire Station 21. This year’s group
project involved renovating the infirmary at the
Glendale Association for the Retarded.

Annual GFD Luncheon Award Nominations

- Rafik Aghajani

Just a friendly reminder to all about this year’s
GFD Awards Luncheon: October 12 is fast approaching. Please think about what your Fire brother
or sister or someone in the community has done over
the past year. No matter how big or small, if you feel
that this person should be considered for a little recognition from his/her peers, send Chris Malaspino a
brief e-mail of who they are and what they did. We
have received several nominations thus far and are
looking for more. Please submit e-mails to Chris
Malaspino by August 1. Thank you.

Manual Revisions
NEW:
• None
DELETED
• None
UPDATED:
• 5-Patient Contact and Transport Policy 5-2011

GLENDALE FIRE AND RESCUE NEWS
PUBLISHED BY:

• 5-Authority for Patient Care 4-2011

GLENDALE FIRE DEPARTMENT

EDITORIAL STAFF: Harold Scoggins, Anita Shandi,

• 4-Emergency Supplies 6-2011.doc

Lenia Scanlon

• 5-Observers on Ambulances or Assessment Units 32011.doc

CONTRIBUTORS: Harold Scoggins, Robert Doyle,
Anthony Arellanes, Ron Gulli, , Stu Stefani, , Greg
Anderson, Rafik Aghajani, Lenia Scanlon, Michael
Matlock, Jerry Jacobs, Cody Smith, Tanya Gregorian,
Tom Marchant, Martine Detro , Rick Canter

- Mike Matlock
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PUBLIC EDUCATION
Jr. Fire Picnic
Another year of the Jr. Fire Program has successfully completed, and a huge thank you to all
GFD personnel who came to Verdugo Park to help
on June 10! Dozens of kids went home with prizes
such as basketballs, footballs, DVD's, mp3 players,
and gift cards, and three special students went
home with brand new bikes and helmets, thanks to
the GFD Firefighter’s Club’s generous donation. The Insurance Agents of Burbank, Glendale,
and Pasadena also contributed with a donation to
pay for the manuals. A very special ―thank you‖
goes out to retired FF Fred Castro, aka ―Pub-Fred‖
aka ―Big Eagle‖ for coming out to help, all the way
from the Antelope Valley, to volunteer his time,
and to retired Capt. John Wray for coordinating the
program in the beginning of the year. If anyone is
interested in helping with the Jr. Fire Program in
2012, please contact
Chief Scoggins.
On May 19 retired Captain Eric Indermill and
Tanya Gregorian participated in Nestlé's Annual
Emergency Fair with the Honda Element playing the
NFPA’s Work Place Evacuation DVD.

Chief Scoggins and
Mayor Friedman with Jr.
Fire Winners, Chief→
Ian Camner ,Assistant
Fire Chief →Jaela
Primm,,Deputy Fire
Chief →
Elizabeth Rayco.
(Photo by Jerry Jacobs)

A Note from Tanya! Moving on…
The past
seven years
have gone by
in the blink of
an eye, and I
can’t believe
that I am saying goodbye
to the
GFD. First and foremost, I want to thank everyone for an amazing experience, especially those
with whom I have worked closely with, including Chief Scoggins, Fire Marshal Halpert, the
entire Administrative and Prevention staff, and
all the BC’s and PIO Captains who oversaw pub
-ed. Glendale is and will always be my hometown, and perhaps my personal investment in
Glendale made my job with the GFD all the
more sweet. During the past seven years, I

CERT
The May CERT class graduated a total of 15
people, many of them from the Adams Hill
HOA. Great job to retired Captain Eric Indermill
for graduating another great class, and to Adams
Hill HOA members for stepping up and being proactive community members. There was also a Refresher Drill at the Glendale Forest Lawn
for approximately 20 people wanting to refresh
their skills and CERT expertise. The June CERT
class had approximately 15 enrolled, many of them
local high school students.
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PUBLIC EDUCATION
Photos by Jerry Jacobs

have had the pleasure of working very closely with
the community while representing the GFD and
have learned that no matter how difficult times may
get, working in public service is incredibly fulfilling and memorable, and each smile or ―hello‖ from
a community member or child makes it all worth it.
The community truly does value us and I witnessed
first-hand how much they respect the GFD.
I want to also thank all my fellow city employees who I was lucky enough to get to know and
work with on different committees and events; their
dedication to making Glendale a ―jewel city‖ is
truly commendable, and I honor all the hard work
they do.
There are several moments that will always have
a place in my heart, including graduating the first
CERT class, distributing toys through Spark of
Love to local families, gathering CERT volunteers
for the Station Fire response at Hansen Dam, and
the ―Make a Wish Foundation‖ wish we fulfilled
just this last holiday season.
I have put care and conviction in every moment
of my career here as Public Education Coordinator,
and I am grateful for those who helped me along
the way. Throughout my time with this organization, I also became a wife and mother, and am now
prepared to take the next step towards fulfilling my
personal ambitions of teaching and traveling abroad
with my family. I will always take with me the lessons I have learned here, the memories that have
made footprints in my life, and the friendships that
blossomed. Goodbye and good luck, and as William Saroyan wrote in his book ―The Time of Your
Life‖:
" Seek goodness everywhere, and when it is found, bring
it out of its hiding-place and let it be free and unashamed...In the time of your life, live – so that in that
wondrous time you shall not add to the misery and sorrow of the world, but shall smile to the infinite delight
and mystery of it ."

-Tanya Gregorian
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PUBLIC EDUCATION
Jr. Fire Picnic

Fire Service Day

Photos by Jerry Jacobs
Photos by Jerry Jacobs

It was another successful Fire Service Day, held
at Fire Station 21 on Saturday, May 14. Thank you
for the contributions of each member of the team. I
appreciate your ongoing support and willingness to
give back to the community. Fire Service Day is an
outstanding day for the community to learn fire
safety education, prevention tips, and what we do
as an organization, along with having a little fun
along the way. Firefighter Brooks, thank you for
driving the machine to success. Well done by all!
- Harold D. Scoggins

Photos by Lenia

Photos by
Katie Ragusa
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MICHAEL RICHARDSON’S RETIREMENT CELEBRATION
background interviews, but as I explained to you
then, and I practiced each day, the background procby Jerry
ess was to see if youPhotos
possessed
the Jacobs
quality attributes
necessary to gain entrance into our ―second family,‖
and to be trusted enough to have our backs, if and
when things took a turn for the worst. Each of you
met that mark, and the legacy of the Glendale Fire
Department will live through you.

A Note From Mike Richardson:

Photos by Rick Canter

This department provided me an unmatched opportunity to work as an Arson Investigator. I will
cherish the memories of not only great and challenging times with fellow firefighters and platoon investigators, but also the last 18 years of working closely
with my police brethren as a peace officer/arson investigator.

As my fire service career comes to an end and I begin a new journey, I reminisce on my calling to become
a firefighter and place value on my career. My father
Photos
by Lenia
told me, find a job you love and you
will never
have to
work a day in your life. For me, this became a reality
when I became a Glendale Firefighter. To think that
when I started, we still rode the tailboard and turnout
pants were an option on fire calls. Luxuries such as cell
phones, texting, internet and enclosed fire apparatus
were nonexistent. To see how things have changed is
just amazing. I see many of the safety upgrades as an
improvement over the way things were. I recognize
though, that the work of a firefighter has been around
for hundreds of years. It has developed, been refined
and progressed, but it is still about several basic but important elements, including helping the community during stressful times, or in other words, when the snow
globe gets shaken, responding to fire calls, responding
to medical calls, and in general, responding to the needs
of our citizens. It is the excellence of execution, during
these turbulent times, and the care and compassion our
department and personnel have provided the constituency and citizens of Glendale, that sets us apart, high
above and beyond the call of duty, from other departments across the nation.

Thank you to all the non-safety employees, including Janice, Julie, Lenia, Mike, Jeff, Amanda,
Anoli, Anita, and Yolanda, who make a huge contribution to the success of this department but whose
work often goes unnoticed. Each of you helped me
in my years on the job. I will always be thankful for
that. Please know that in my opinion you are all an
integral part of everyday operations and you keep the
Glendale Fire Department running as smoothly as
can be.
If I may offer a few words of advice to those of
you with time still left to work here, it would be to
appreciate this profession and never take what you
have for granted, enjoy the good times, but be patient during difficult times, have a person on the job
you can go to for sound advice, be humble and honor
those who have made the ultimate sacrifice, and respect those who directly or indirectly pay you to
work the best job on the planet.
In closing, I would like to give specific acknowledgement to Bob Meyer, Bill Willey,
Bob Hanson, Dave Starr, Mike Haney, Chief Gray,
Chief Doyle, Vern Goodwin, Matt Luchetta, Niall
Foley, Bill Lynch and Miguel Porras, who have
helped to assist, mold, and mentor me through my
career, and at times, through my personal life, when
times became difficult and I needed a helping hand.

I want to express that it has been an honor and a
privilege to be a component of this Class One Fire Department and be related to the brotherhood of professional firefighters that is Glendale Fire. I have been
very blessed to work alongside a group of very committed, loyal and dedicated men and women, some of
whom are no longer with us.

God Bless,
Michael

I have made lifelong trustworthy friends who have
had such a profound impact on my life. Some of you
only know me as the guy across the table who asked
more question than you cared to answer during your
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GLENDALE FIRE DEAPRTMENT BIRTHDAYS!!
JULY
3– Mark Thomas
5– James Rohrig
6– Bryan Bruning
6– Carlos Guerrero
10– Bill Lynch
14– Daniel Encinas
15– Tommy Nicola
16– Mike Karlis
16– James Meyer
19– Darik Bolin

CALENDAR
JULY
6– CPR Training
7– Ambulance Operator Mtg.
7– Management Staff Mtg.
20– CPR Training
21– GFFA Meeting
21– Management Staff Mtg.
AUGUST
3– CPR Training
4– Management Staff Mtg.
11– GFFA Meeting
17– CPR Training
18— Management Staff Mtg.

23– Nick Johnson
24– Andrew Franco
25– Yolanda Rodriguez
26– Craig Young
28– Amanda Avila
30– Peter Gallindo
30– Andrew Gano
30– Mark Masto
30– Cory Leone
31– Ryan Lopez

AUGUST
1– Vasken Demirjian 14– Pat Dawson
14– Niall Foley
2– Harold Scoggins
19– Brian Butterfield
2– Trevor Welch
19– Duke Snyder
4– Kevin La Sota
20– Bradley Boyle
3– Julie Schaeffer
20– John Kearns
6– Kevin Samuelson
20– Ed Marquez
7– Antonio Castro
22– Martine Detro
8– Stuart Stefani
25– Gilbert Pedroza
9– Brian Dewhirst
27– Matthew Luchetta
12– Stephen Elliott
13– David Monheim
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VERDUGO FIRE COMMUNICATIONS CENTER
Ergonomic Dispatch Workstation Consoles
As of mid-May, Verdugo now has nine custom dispatch workstation consoles specifically
designed to meet ergonomic requirements. The
consoles are arranged in three rows of three consoles each, with the two front rows being newly
installed. The back row of consoles was added
three years ago, in 2007-8. As Fire Communications Shift Supervisor Jessie Latta demonstrates
in the photo below, dispatchers now have the option to sit or stand while taking calls and dispatching units. The installation of the new ADA
compliant computer consoles required careful
removal and storage of computers, radios and
related peripherals. Rafik Aghajani, Rand Jeffery
and Jason Pfau worked together during this project and were able to completely rewire the consoles and reinstall dispatch computers and related
peripherals successfully.

Fire Station Alerting System Upgrade
The City of Glendale was awarded an Assistance to Firefighters grant to upgrade the fire station alerting system in 8 of the 12 cities served
by Verdugo. Total cost will be $1.45 million to
install a basic alerting package in 28 fire stations
and Verdugo. A company called Masters & Associates began installing the Westnet First-In®
system in San Marino on June 20. Work in Glendale fire stations will be approximately July 1130. Installations will progress seven days a week
to meet the mid-August deadline for completion
of the project. On-duty station personnel will
receive a brief training session on how the new
system works before it goes live.
Each participating city was required to
cover 20% of the cost of the installations at its
fire stations, with the grant covering the other
80%. The project also includes nearly $93,000 in
programming modifications to Verdugo’s computer-aided dispatch (CAD) system and the

matching funds for that were supplied by Verdugo.
The four cities in the Verdugo System that
are not receiving the upgrade will retain their
existing alerting system, although an updated
version of the alerting circuit board is being prepared. It is hoped that, between the alerting system upgrade in some stations and the revised
circuit board in others, every fire station in the
Verdugo System will be able to shave off some
seconds between the time a 911 call is received
and the time the units leave their stations. As
we all know, arriving a few seconds earlier can
literally save a life or dramatically reduce property damage.
The new alerting system components may be
viewed at Westnet’s web site. The basic core
installation will include a Master Control Unit
(http://www.westnet-inc.com/content/
view/5/32/), control remote (http://www.westnet
-inc.com/content/view/20/33/), and a printer. A
variety of factors will determine whether a station also receives five-color light indicators,
lighted speakers, amplifiers, and satellite controllers. Although funding was not sufficient to
provide zoned alerting in the dorms (to awaken
only those personnel being dispatched), additional grant funds are being sought.
Firefighter well-being placed high in the list
of priorities for this project. Data continue to
support the assertion that heart attacks are one of
the leading causes of death in firefighters, so
cardio-protective audio and lighting were selected wherever possible. The Master Control
Unit’s tones and pre-announcement automatically adjust in volume for night versus day,
when ambient noise is greater in the station.
Lighting is ―ramped‖ based on the speed at
which the iris of the human eye contracts to help
reduce visual shock when a sleeping person is
suddenly awakened by a dispatch.
-Lenia Scanlon
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CORRESPONDENCE FROM THE COMMUNITY
Dear Chief Scoggins,
On behalf of the Healthcare Foundation at Glendale
Adventist Medical Center (GAMC), we want to thank
you for supporting the 4th Annual Glendale NewsPress Downtown Dash 5K Run/Walk on March 13,
2011.

Dear Chief Scoggins,
I want to thank you for taking time out of
your busy schedule to be the keynote speaker at
the Antelope Valley College Fire Fighter 1
Academy Class 4 graduation ceremony. I know
it was a long drive for you and I am grateful you
made the extra effort to address our cadets.

Your support of the 4th Annual Glendale NewsPress Downtown Dash helps raise awareness of stroke,
the third leading cause of death in the United States.
The funds raised by this event help fund community
outreach, services and public awareness efforts by the
GAMC Stroke Center, certified as the first Advanced
Primary Stroke Center in the San Fernando Valley.

I can’t think of a better person to address our
young group of aspiring academy cadets as they
pursue a fire service career. Your message was
inspiring and heartfelt. Your words of motivation, experiences and encouragement will go far
in helping the cadets reach their goals.

Thank you for your support.
Highest Regards,
Dro M. Abrahamian
Dear Chief Scoggins,

On behalf of Antelope Valley College, the
cadets, and myself, I sincerely thank you for a
job well done. As a retired Fire Training Captain
from LACoFD, I couldn’t have been happier
with what you added to our Class 4 graduation.
Awesome job, Chief!

On behalf of the family of Engineer Kevin Moore
and the members of the Pasadena Fire Department,
we would like to thank you and your personnel for
the support and assistance you provided to the Moore
family during their hour of need.
In addition, at a time when our own Department
was still reeling from the loss of one of our own, the
support and concern of the members representing
your agency allowed us to focus on the funeral service as we celebrated Kevin’s life.

Sincerely,
Robert Falb
Fire Academy Coordinator
Antelope Valley College

We thank you for your assistance and support during this difficult time.
Sincerely,
Dennis Downs
Pasadena Fire Chief
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CORRESPONDENCE FROM THE COMMUNITY

Dear Glendale Firemen/Paramedics,
Chief Scoggins,
On June 3 at 1:30 p.m., Glendale Fire Station
27 responded to an apartment fire at 400 Paula
Ave. Your people were competent, professional,
and provided a well needed sense of comfort for
their rapid response. Please convey my thanks,
and heartfelt gratitude for a job very well done.
You folks are very much appreciated!!
Best Regards,
Jon Southwell

As I lay here recovering from ankle surgery, I
want to thank you for your immediate response to
my 911 call when I dislocated and broke both my
tibia and fibula.
I don’t know your names, but what I do remember in my morphine state is that you were very gentle and kind to me. Thank you , Mr. Gray/blue eyes,
who calmly let me know it was not a time to negotiate where you were taking me.
Thank you, Mr. needle sticker, for getting me
ready for the IV. Thank you, Mr. shoe and pant cutter, for getting my injured leg free without further
damage. Thank you for hauling me up that steep hill.

Dear Anita,
Your help was greatly appreciated! The event
was an overwhelming success. We could not have
done it without your help. Though the world may
be unpredictable, one thing remains certain—the
YMCA is, and always will be, dedicated to building healthy, confident, connected and secure children, adults, families and communities.

Thank you, Mr. Fireman, who had fought those
prior fires when my parents were alive.
Thank you to the driver who negotiated the
Chevy Chase curves so smoothly. Thank you to Mr.
Fireman who kept me calm on the ride to the ER.
You guys are super and are my heroes.

Thank you for helping us Advance The Dream.
It was an honor to serve with you! You are the
best! Thanks again for all of your help!
George Saikali
CEO
YMCA

Jeanett Cordon
Director of HR
YMCA

Sincerely,
Pat Hill
*** This incident occurred on 6/15 with E23C &
RA25C responding and transporting patient: Thank
you to Captain Karlis, Engineer Williams, FF/PM
Richardson, FF Cooper, FF/PM Michael, & FF/PM
Krikor.
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GLENDALE INCIDENTS
APRIL-MAY 2011
Description
APARTMENT HOUSE FIRE
APPLIANCE FIRE - MAJOR
CARBON MONOXIDE ALARM
ELECTRICAL FIRE
EXPLOSIVES/BOMB THREAT/SCARE
FIRE ALARM
FIRE ALARM RESET
FIRE NOW OUT
GARAGE FIRE
HOUSE FIRE
ILLEGAL BURNING
MISC OUTSIDE FIRE

Category
Fire
Fire
Fire
Fire
Fire
Fire
Fire
Fire
Fire
Fire
Fire
Fire

Incs.
6
5
3
6
1
133
5
1
2
7
4
1

REFUSE FIRE
SMOKE IN A STRUCTURE
SMOKE IN THE AREA
SPRINKLER SYSTEM ACTIVATED
STRUCTURE FIRE
TRANSFORMER/STREET LIGHT FIRE
UNKNOWN TYPE FIRE
VEGETATION FIRE
VEGETATION FIRE ON THE FWY
VEHICLE FIRE
VEHICLE FIRE IN A STRUCTURE
VEHICLE FIRE ON THE FREEWAY
ABDOMINAL PAIN - ALS
ABDOMINAL PAIN - BLS
ALLERGIC REACTION

Fire
Fire
Fire
Fire
Fire
Fire
Fire
Fire
Fire
Fire
Fire
Fire
Medical
Medical
Medical

6
6
8
1
5
1
1
6
4
9
1
2
5
75
5

ALTERED LEVEL OF CONSCIOUSNESS
ANIMAL/STINGS - ALS
ANIMAL/STINGS - BLS
ASSAULT VICTIM
ASSIST THE INVALID
BACK PAIN
BLOOD PRESSURE PROBLEM
BURN INJURY
CHEST PAINS - HEART ATTACK
CVA-NEUROLOGIC
DIABETIC PROBLEM
ELECTRICAL SHOCK INJURY

Medical
Medical
Medical
Medical
Medical
Medical
Medical
Medical
Medical
Medical
Medical
Medical

EMER MEDICAL SVC ON THE FWY
EMS CALL -- NO DETAILS
EYE INJURY
FALL MAJOR
FALL MINOR
G.I. BLEED
HEAD PAIN
HEART PROBLEM
HOSPITAL TRANSFER
INGESTION-POISONING-INHALATION
INVESTIGATE THE WELFARE
MEDICAL ALARM
MINOR TRAUMA
MISC MEDICAL
MOUNTAIN RESCUE
NON-INJURY TRAFFIC COLLISION

Medical
Medical
Medical
Medical
Medical
Medical
Medical
Medical
Medical
Medical
Medical
Medical
Medical
Medical
Medical
Medical

Description
NOSE BLEED NON-TRAUMATIC
OBSTETRICS/GYNECOLOGICAL
OVERDOSE
PEDIATRICS 0-36 MONTHS
PERSON CHOKING
PERSON DIZZY
PERSON DOWN
PERSON IN SEIZURE
PERSON NOT BREATHING
PERSON SICK
PERSON STABBED
PERSON THREATENING TO JUMP

Category
Medical
Medical
Medical
Medical
Medical
Medical
Medical
Medical
Medical
Medical
Medical
Medical

Incs.
14
14
18
30
10
46
52
61
30
53
2
1

PERSON UNCONSCIOUS-UNRESPONSIVE
PSYCHIATRIC
RESCUE
RESCUE ON THE FWY
SEVERE TRAUMA
SHORTNESS OF BREATH
SYNCOPE/FAINTED NOW CONS
TRAFFIC COLLISION
TRAFFIC COLLISION ON THE FWY
TRAFFIC COLLISION W/BICYCLE
TRAFFIC COLLISION W/MOTORCYCLE
TRAFFIC COLLISION W/PEDESTRIAN
TRAFFIC COLLISION-RESCUE
UNKNOWN MEDICAL
VEHICLE INTO A STRUCTURE

Medical
Medical
Medical
Medical
Medical
Medical
Medical
Medical
Medical
Medical
Medical
Medical
Medical
Medical
Medical

113
34
1
9
2
267
57
120
26
9
1
21
4
19
1

58
1
5
19
32
25
75
2
234
38
32
1

SPECIAL EVENT
TRANSFER TO POLICE DEPT
ABANDONED REFRIGERATOR
ANIMAL RESCUE / ASSIST
ARCING WIRES
BEE INVESTIGATION
BIOHAZARD INVESTIGATION
BROKEN GAS MAIN
BROKEN WATER MAIN
CHEMICAL OUTSIDE
DAMAGE INVESTIGATION
ELEVATOR RESCUE

Other
Other
Service
Service
Service
Service
Service
Service
Service
Service
Service
Service

1
1
1
3
4
2
1
1
6
5
2
14

7
3
2
10
210
12
13
74
5
21
1
16
60
150
1
1

FLOWING/GUSHING/SHEARED HYDRANT
FUEL SPILL
HAZARDOUS MATERIALS RESPONSE
INVESTIGATE A HAZARDOUS COND
MAJOR FLOODED CONDITION
MINOR FLOODING
MISC. ODOR INVESTIGATION
ODOR OF NATURAL GAS INSIDE
ODOR OF NATURAL GAS OUTSIDE
ONE STORY ROOF CHECK
PD ASSIST/STAND-BY
PERSON LOCKED IN - LOCKED OUT
PUBLIC ASSIST
ROOF CHECK 2 STORIES & ABOVE
WIRES DOWN

Service
Service
Service
Service
Service
Service
Service
Service
Service
Service
Service
Service
Service
Service
Service

1
4
1
7
3
5
5
4
4
1
3
3
13
2
3
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